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Dear Chevra, 
 
Every year in Riminov the heilige, holy, Rav of Riminov, Reb Menachem Mendel zy”a, would send shluchim, 
emissaries, to the local shops making sure the shopkeepers had accurate weights and measures. One year the 
Riminover sent his holy attendant Reb Tzvi Hirsh zy”a, who was still unknown as the great tzaddik he was, along with 
another attendant. When arriving at a shop owned by a well respected townsman who was known as a talmid 
chacham, the shopkeeper proudly announced that he had only accurate weights and measures and they would find 
nothing to the contrary. Reb Tzvi Hirsh began looking around. He went to the back of the shop. Several minutes later 
he returned with an antique scale that no longer worked. Reb Tzvi Hirsh requested an explanation. The shopkeeper 
was outraged with the impudence of the Rebbe’s young, and seemingly unlearned, attendant, but explained, as 
politely as he could, that the scale was simply an antique not intended for use and that there was no problem owning 
such an item. Reb Tzvi Hirsh demanded the shopkeeper get rid of the scale immediately. The shopkeeper, without 
hesitation, gave the young attendant a piece of his mind. At which point Reb Tzvi Hirsh took the scale and threw it on 
the floor, smashing it into its many disparate pieces. He then left without another word. Arriving back at the court of 
Reb Menachem Mendel, Reb Tzvi Hirsh reported, before the other attendant could utter a word, that the shopkeepers 
of Riminov were all righteous,  possessing no faulty scales. A short while later the irate shopkeeper came to Reb 
Menachem Mendel to fill him in on the audacity of the young attendant. Upon hearing the story, Reb Menachem 
Mendel advised the shopkeeper to go forthwith to Reb Tzvi Hirsh and beg forgiveness. (Parenthetically, speaking 
about her father, one of the daughters of Reb Levi Yitzchok Haberman, hy”d, my great-great uncle, said that what 
impressed her most about her father’s tzidkus, righteousness, was his exactitude with the scales and weights he 
used to measure the depilatory shaving powder he sold for a living).  
 
Reb Shayele Kerestir zy”a was very cautious regarding money given to him. Money that came from crooked dealings 
had no place in Kerestir and was disposed of without delay. On the other hand, money acquired through great 
honesty and integrity was used to purchase bread for the Rebbe’s household. In Keresitr, money was used and 
distributed based on the integrity through which it was earned. 
 
In Williamsburg, there was an old Modern Orthodox shul. Throughout the years the shul, and its aging membership, 
became increasingly out of place among its Satmar neighbors. Once, as a prank, several bachurim broke into the 
shul and stole its Israeli flag. Before calling the police, the shul’s board of directors, decided to bring the matter up 
with the Satmar Rebbe, Reb Yoel Teitelbaum zy”a. The Rebbe thanked them for coming to him before involving the 
police and assured them that their flag would be returned in shortorder. That night the Rebbe had all the boys 
involved with the prank standing, in trepidation, before him. He scolded them, had them return the flag and apologize 
to the shul’s members. On another occasion, it was suggested to a member of the Mizrachi Party, faced with a 
medical operation he could not afford, that he visit the Satmar Rebbe and solicit the necessary funding. He did so and 
the Satmar Rebbe gave him the entire amount. When asked by the chassidim how the Rebbe could be so generous 
with a member of a movement whom he opposed, the Rebbe quipped that it’s always a good thing to help a Tiere 
Yid, an upstanding Jew.  
 
Parshas Ki Teitzei is about yashrus, being yashar, being straight and upstanding. We read about tznius, modesty, 
accurate weights and measures, installing guardrails around our roofs, caring for the property of others, the 
prohibition against cross dressing, proper treatment for prisoners of war, etc. All are matters of yashrus. Matters 
pertaining to mentchlichkeit, to being a mentch. A Yid must always be yashar, upright. Thinking, using our Torah 
guided intellect to ascertain the proper conduct based on the needs of the moment.  The parsha ends with the 
mitzvah of remembering what Amalek did to us in the midbar, in the wilderness. Amalek, the nation devoted to 
upending yashrus; the nation focused on doing what feels right as opposed to what the Torah tells us is right. We 
should emulate the yasherus of Reb Menachem Mendel Riminover, Reb Tzvi Hirsh Riminover, Reb Levi Yitzchok 
Haberman, Reb Shayele Kerestir, and the Satmar Rebbe. Looking to the the Gutte Yidden for inspiration, we should 
learn to think like them and to live like them. While other nations do what subjectively feels right, a subjectivity that 
changes like the wind; we do what the Torah tells us is right, a true, real, and  everlasting rightness. 

Wishing you a year of integrity and a gut Shabbos,  
 
Binyamin Klempner 
 

bklempner1@gmail.com 


